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Motospeed SK84 RGB Mechanical Keyboard
The  Motospeed  SK84  keyboard  will  meet  the  expectations  of  even  the  most  demanding  users.  It  features  84  keys  with  red  switches,
which  are  distinguished by  long life.  You can connect  it  to  the  device  of  your  choice  in  3  ways  -  wired  or  wireless.  Ergonomic  design
combined with RGB backlighting will delight any gaming enthusiast. 
 
Red switches 
The  keyboard  is  equipped  with  84  keys  with  red  switches,  which  provide  extremely  smooth  and  quiet  operation.  They  respond  to  a
pressure of 45 g, and their activation travel is 2 mm. They are great for both playing games and typing. In addition, their lifespan reaches
up to 50 million clicks, so you can be sure that the keyboard will serve you for a long time. 
 
Various ways to connect 
Enjoy even more freedom of  use.  You can connect  the Motospeed keyboard both wired and wirelessly.  Using a USB receiver,  you will
connect  the  keyboard  to  your  computer  in  the  2.4G  band.  You  can  also  use  Bluetooth  5.0,  which  offers  stable  and  fast  signal
transmission. Do you prefer traditional solutions? Take advantage of the USB cable! The product works great with Windows, Android and
Mac.
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Colorful RGB backlighting
The SK84 features colorful RGB backlighting, which gives the keyboard a unique gaming feel. This will make the Motospeed keyboard the
perfect addition to your gaming zone! What's more, there are up to 20 modes at your disposal, which you can freely customize to your
preferences - just choose the right key combination! 
 
Additional capabilities
Operating the keyboard is extremely easy. It is equipped with 12 function keys that will make it easier for you to operate your computer.
Using them, you can, among other things, adjust the volume, manage the music player, adjust the screen brightness or change songs.
See for yourself how convenient it is! 
 
With comfort in mind
Ensure the maximum level of comfort during hours of gaming! The Motospeed SK84 keyboard will delight you with its ergonomic design -
you will no longer have to worry about sore wrists or feeling tired, even during prolonged use. You will also find a special tool that will
make it easier for you to remove the keys from the keyboard - you can also change their position according to your needs.
 
Included
keyboard
USB-C cable
key puller
2.4G receiver
user manual
	Manufacturer
	Motospeed
	Model 
	SK84
	Connection
	Bluetooth / 2.4G / wired
	Bluetooth version
	5.0
	Battery capacity
	2300 mAh
	Working time
	About 80 hours (when RGB is on) about 300 hours (when RGB is off)
	Switches
	Red 
	Operating voltage
	DC 3.7V ± 5%
	Operating current
	230 mA
	Key life
	50 million clicks
	Number of keys
	84
	Backlighting 
	RGB, 20 modes
	Compatibility
	Windows / Android / Mac
	Dimensions
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	320.5 x 130 x 43.5 mm
	Weight 
	660 ±10 g

Preço:

Antes: € 65.0055

Agora: € 59.50

Jogos, Keyboards
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